
Poland, Kraków, 30-611
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+48 516-573-671

VADYM LUTSYK
Q A  L E A D  &  P R O D U C T  O W N E R

With 7 years of experience and a robust QA background, I

specialize in test automation and software development,

consistently prioritizing software quality and team

collaboration. Dedicated to continuous improvement, I also

take on Product Owner responsibilities, ensuring software

requirements align with stakeholder needs, delivering value-

driven solutions for users.

SKILLS

Project Management

Team Management

Product Management

TypeScript/JavaScript

Web UI test automation

API Development

Playwright

WebdriverIO

CI/CD

NestJS

Cloud Platforms

API Testing

Manual Testing

Documentation & Reporting

Risk Management

ABOUT ME CONTACT

EXPERIENCE

QA Lead/PO

Yuugen Studios

Jun 2021-Jul 2023

Leading a QA team to deliver top-tier software, I

specialize in test automation using tools like WebdriverIO

and Playwright, streamline CI/CD with Jenkins and

Docker, conduct performance tests, employ AWS for

cloud deployment, contribute with TypeScript and

ReactJS, mentor QA interns, and as a Product Owner,

ensure software aligns with stakeholder needs while

refining product backlogs.

QA Automation Engineer

Portals100

Dec 2020-Jun 2021

Conducted comprehensive testing using JavaScript,

WebdriverIO, and Jasmine; collaborated with developers

to enhance software; and maintained CI/CD pipelines

using Jenkins and Docker for optimized development and

deployment.

QA & Project Managemer

AgileNix

Oct 2018-Dec 2020

At AgileNix, I led quality assurance and software projects,

emphasizing management responsibilities. I coordinated

cross-functional teams, managed risks, ensured timely

product and project deliveries, and fostered effective

communication between teams and stakeholders to

elevate team performance and ensure top-tier product

quality.

English - Upper intermediate

Ukrainian - Fluent

LANGUAGES



Kyiv National University of
Culture and Arts
Master's degree, Advertising &

Public relations

2010-2015

EDUCATIONQA Automation Engineer

Elromco

Jan 2018-Sep 2018

In this role, I developed and maintained automated tests

using JavaScript and Selenium WebDriver, engaged

throughout the software development lifecycle—from

crafting test cases to bug verification—and authored user

documentation to bolster product support and

understanding for users.

Software Tester

uTest

Feb 2017-Jan 2018

As a Gold-rated tester, I conducted manual testing on

web, mobile, and desktop applications across diverse

industries, crafted detailed bug reports, and performed a

suite of tests, including regression, exploratory, and GUI,

ensuring thorough product quality assurance.

Scrum Fundamentals Certified

SCRUMstudy - Accreditation

Body for Scrum and Agile

2017

CERTIFICATION

MY LATEST PROJECTS

■    Machine Learning & Dashboard Solution (Logistics): Developed an advanced analytics platform for one

of the largest logistics companies, leveraging machine learning to optimize operations and provide real-time

insights via a comprehensive dashboard.

■    Enterprise Document Management System (SaaS): A system to help large companies organize and

manage their documents efficiently.

■    IT Job Search System (Software Development): A platform designed to simplify the job-hunting process

in Sweden.

■    Hunting Land Locator and Booking Service (Travel & Tourism): A tool for hunters to find and reserve

hunting locations.

■    Social Network for Creative Professionals (Social Media): A networking platform specifically for

photographers, videomakers, and ad creators.


